
  

Art History: Renaissance - Present 
ART 112.H60. 
Spring 2022 

Number of Credits: 3 

Days: In-person M/W 

Meeting Times: 9:00 AM - 10:27 AM  

Lecture Instructor: Jacob Varty, MFA 

Contact Email: vartyjacobk@jccmi.edu 

Office Hours: after class on Wednesdays 

Location: Justin Whiting Hall, 202  

Course Description 

Students enrolled in ART 112 will explore images and objects from the Western art 
historical tradition. Works of art and their aesthetics will be studied within the framework 
of their original social, political and spiritual contexts. Western theories of art, aesthetics, 
value, and use will be defined. Course activities may include, but are not limited to, 
discussions, writing assignments, exams, small-group work, and presentations. 
Additionally, online collections of art will be frequently visited, including those at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York City and the British Museum of Art of London. 

Prerequisite 

ENG 081 

Course Goals 

1. Understand aesthetic experience and artistic creativity. (Associate Degree 
Outcome 6) 

2. Work in small groups in order to facilitate an atmosphere of respectful and 
productive discussion and collaboration. (Associate Degree Outcome 9) 

3. Trace the ongoing development of art and architecture in the Western tradition. 

4. Recognize the critical components of each style, period, and canon of Western 
art history. 

mailto:vartyjacobk@jccmi.edu


  

5. Understand the cultural/social and technological forces that shaped artifacts, 
aesthetics, and functions. 

6. Articulate connections between macro histories and case studies. 

7. Develop visual literacy. 

8. Analyze art and architecture for their essential formal elements. 

9. Use vocabulary terms to discuss and describe art and architecture. 

10.Demonstrate interpretation and critical analysis skills through discussion and in 
writing. 

Course Objectives 

The course goals and objectives incorporate specific General Education Outcomes 
(GEOs) established by the JC Board of Trustees, administration, and faculty. These 
goals are in concert with four-year colleges and universities and reflect input from the 
professional communities we serve. GEOs guarantee students achieve goals necessary 
for graduation credit, transferability, and professional skills needed in many certification 
programs. The GEOs and course objectives addressed in this class include the 
following: 

GEO 6: 
Activities that will address the expectations of GEO 6 include the following: Quizzes, 
Journaling, Presentations, Group Work, Discussion, Projects, Papers, Artifact Creation, 
Reflective essays, and Final evaluation. 

Textbook 

Gardner’s Art Through theAges: A Concise Global History, Fourth Edition. Author: Fred 
S. Kleiner, Boston University. ISBN: 978-1-305-57780-0 

Digital Format: This text is available in a digital format to rent or purchase through the 
JC Bookstore.  Please see the links posted on your class JetNet site.  

Follett Access! Please review the cost of your required materials at the following link to 
determine the best option for you to purchase your materials: https://www.bkstr.com/
jacksonstore  

If after reviewing the costs, you choose to opt out, you may do so here: www.jccmi.edu/
optout.  Please note your opt out selection is for your entire semester schedule.  You 

https://www.bkstr.com/jacksonstore%2520
https://www.bkstr.com/jacksonstore%2520


  

cannot opt out and opt in to individual courses. And you must opt out by the due date for 
your first class.  

If you have questions about materials, please contact the Jackson College Follett 
bookstore at jackson@bkstr.com.  For account billing questions, please contact the 
Jackson College Cashier at jccashier@jccmi.edu.   

Course Activities and Grading Procedures: 

Attendance and Participation: 80 points are awarded per day for attendance and 
participation. Active learning through participation in discussion and activities is required 
for points to be earned. (1,040 pts. total for the semester) 

Study questions: 200 points each 
This assignment asks you to make use of the articles, videos, PowerPoint, and the 
textbook. In short, you’ll be able to use all of the course materials to synthesize a 
thoughtful response to help you reflect on and build your knowledge.  

Students are expected to absorb and synthesize the information that is presented in the 
afore mentioned media, and write a thoughtful and compelling one page response to the 
Study questions. Please be specific when referencing media and use appropriate 
citations. 
I am interested in ideas and how they are transmitted through art. I am not interested in 
a regurgitation of your research for other assignments. Keep your mind agile and 
remember to reflect: how does the new knowledge you’ve gained during the week of 
class change what you've taken for granted about the old information? (There are 8 of 
these for 1600 points total) 

 

ComparativeAnalysis: 100 points each part. 200 points total. 
During every week, you will work in small groups of four or five to practice comparative 
analysis of two works of art relevant to the text book. This is a two-part assignment. 

Class Starts 
On: 

Opt Out 
Date:

Last day to 
withdraw

Last day of 
course

3/14/2022 3/18/2022 4/25/2022 4/30/2022



  

Part 1: Within your small group, divide the works as evenly as possible:  approximately 
half of the group will analyze one and approximately half will analyze the other using the 
Analysis questions. This analysis requires thoughtful answers to listed questions, and 
each group member must post his/her/their complete responses individually. Individuals 
in your group should use the Jackson college library and other scholarly online sources 
as needed to respond to the analysis questions. The analysis questions are found at the 
bottom of the syllabus, and will be posted in the Analysis assignment tab on jet net. 

Part 2: Then, together your group will compare the two art works in the forum tab on jet 
net. Small groups will work together in class, observing similarities, differences, and 
contextual factors for the works you have all analyzed individually. You and your group 
will discuss and answer comparison questions in the classroom. Read the 
comparison questions carefully for each week because some of them change. their our 
core questions that do not but there are about approximately two per week that will 
change. These questions have to do with specific ideas relating to the works of art 
compared. Both of the comparison and analysis questions that do not change are at the 
bottom of the syllabus. You may draw on your individual analyses for the classroom 
discussion as well. You are responsible for turning in your own work on jet net in the 
comparison assignment tab. You will need to answer all questions for yourself . Your 
group will function as a idea generator and fact checker. 
(There will be 7 of these assigned throughout the semester, for a total of 1400 points) 

Note on Communicating with your group: When you have completed your analysis 
and are working on your comparison forum, you will will also be able to communicate 
with your group using the message drawer (the white speech bubble next to your 
name) function on jet net. Go to message drawer and select group.  

I will also post a list of groups and you will see the names of your fellow students when 
you see the names of the individuals in your group. You can put them into the address 



  

field on your email in your College Outlook account. It should automatically generate 
their email addresses and you can contact them that way as well. 

Research Paper: 300 points total 
Your research paper will be composed based on a selection from the list of artists 
below. It will be a 3-page research paper that is a thoughtful examination of the artists 
selected from the List below. In this research paper, students should go beyond 
regurgitating facts and have a thoughtful and careful point of view on the artists they are 
researching.This means that the research paper should have a clear claim statement 
(or thesis) that is supported by good reasons and evidence gathered from readings: 
both the textbook and academic articles. Students research papers will need a minimum 
of three outside academic sources. 

All papers must be properly formatted according to the MLA style, and include a Works 
Cited page containing no less than three academic resources (Wikipedia is not 
accepted). Images are welcomed to be included in the paper following the Works Cited 
page as an appendix.  

In the second to last week of class, we will have peer review. Students will read each 
others’ papers not only for technical incongruities, but for content, clarity and 
thoughtfulness.The peer-review process will award 100 points to each student who 
provides constructive and positive feedback on a peer's paper using the following form. 
Students who do not engage in the peer-review process will not be allowed to submit a 
final paper. 

Artist List for Research Paper: 

Louise Élisabeth Vigée Le 
Brun  
Mary Cassatt  
Harriet Powers 
Georgia O'Keeffe  
Frida Kahlo 
Caterina van Hemessen  
Sofonisba Anguissola 
Artemisia Gentileschi 
Judith Leyster 
Angelica Kaufmann 
Katie Kollwitz 

Hannah Hoch 
Meret Oppenheim 
Dorothea Lange 
Helen Frankenthaler 
Louise Nevelson 
Louise Bourgeois 
Audrey Flack  
Judy Chicago 
Cindy Sherman 
Magdalena Abakanowicz 
Carolee Schneemann 
Barbara Kruger 

Jaune Quick-To-see Smith 
Shirin Neshat 
Martha Rosler 
Kiki Smith 
Jenny Saville 
Maya Ying Lin 
Janine Antoni 
Ann Hamilton 
Lynn Hershman Leeson 
Judy Baca 
Mary Beth Edelson  
Joyce Kozloff  



  

Joan Semmel 
Nancy Spero 
Eva Hesse 
Ruth Asawa 
Annie Albers 
Suzanne Lacy 

Howardena Pindell  
Faith Ringgold  
Cecilia Vicuña 
Camille Utterback 
Miriam Schapiro 
Rachel Rosenthal 

Martha Wilson 
Kara Walker  
Alison Knowles 
Marina Abramovic  
Yayoi Kusam 

Research Paper Rubric 

Peer Review Sheet:  

Author                                                              Reviewer_____________________                                                                        

The goals of peer review are: 

1. to help improve the paper by pointing out strengths and weaknesses that may not be 

apparent to the author 

2. to help improve editing skills. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Depth of 
Analysis

40 
 Writing and thinking go
 beyond restatement of
 facts and demonstrate
 depth through formal
 and conceptual
analysis of artwork

20 
 Writing and thinking
 restate facts and
 demonstrate some
 depth through formal
 and conceptual
analysis of artwork

10 
 Writing and thinking
 simply restate facts and
 demonstrate no depth
 through formal and
 conceptual analysis of
artwork

Clarity and 
Format

30 
 Writing is clear, logical,
 is free of errors and
 meets format
requirements

!15
 Writing is somewhat
 clear, logical, is mostly
 free of errors and
 meets format
requirements

5 
 Lacks clarity and logic
 in structure, has errors
 and does not meet all
format requirements

Reading 
"roficiency

30 
 Demonstrates
 thoughtful and careful
 reading of the
available information

15 
 Writing reflects a
 moderate
 understanding of the
available information

5 
 Writing does not reflect
 an understanding of the
artwork



  

Read the paper(s) assigned to you twice, once to get an overview of the paper, and a second time to 
provide constructive criticism for the author to use when revising his/her paper.Answer the questions 
below. 

ORGANIZATION 
#Were the basic sections (Introduction, Conclusion, Literature Cited, etc.) adequate? If not, what is 
missing? 

#Did the writer use subheadings well to clarify the sections of the text? Explain. 

#Was the material ordered in a way that was logical, clear, easy to follow? Explain. 

CITATIONS 

#Did the writer cite sources adequately and appropriately? Note any incorrect formatting. 

#Were all the citations in the text listed in the Literature Cited section? Note any 

discrepancies. 

GRAMMAR AND STYLE 

#Were there any grammatical or spelling problems? 

#Was the writer’s writing style clear?Were the paragraphs and sentences cohesive? 

CONTENT 

#Did the writer adequately summarize and discuss the topic? Explain. 

#Did the writer comprehensively cover appropriate materials available from the standard 

sources)? If no, 

what's missing? 

#Did the writer make some contribution of thought to the paper, or merely summarize data or 
publications? Explain. 

Grading Breakdown of Assignments: 

Percentage calculated as total points earned / total points possible 

Study questions 1600

Comparative Analysis 1400

$esearch Paper 300

               Attendance and Participation 1040

Total Points Possible: 4340



  

Grading Scale 

Failure 
The most common way that students fail this class is by either not participating in class 
or not doing the weekly assignments. Another factor in failure is a total disregard for 
course content or a lack of intellectual engagement in the material. 

Academic Honesty Policy 
Academic Honesty is defined as ethical behavior that includes student production of 
their own work and not representing others' work as their own, by cheating or by helping 
others to do so.  

Plagiarism is defined as the failure to give credit for the use of material from 
outside sources. Plagiarism includes but is not limited to:  

• Submitting other's work as your own 

• Using data, illustrations, pictures, quotations, or paraphrases from other sources 
without adequate documentation 

• Reusing significant, identical or nearly identical portions of one’s own prior work 
without acknowledging that one is doing so or without citing this original work 
(self-plagiarism)  

Cheating is defined as obtaining answers/material from an outside source without 
authorization. Cheating includes, but is not limited to:  

• Plagiarizing in any form 

• Using notes/books/electronic material without authorization 

GPA GRADE RANGE

4.0 94-100%

3.5 89-93%

3.0 84-88%

2.5 78-83%

2.0 72-77%

1.5 66-71%

1.0 60-65%

0.5 55-59%

0.0 0-54%



  

• Copying 

• Submitting others' work as your own or submitting your work for others 

• Altering graded work 

• Falsifying data 

• Exhibiting other behaviors generally considered unethical 

• Allowing your work to be submitted by others 

* The instructor is more than willing to help a student understand what constitutes 
plagiarism, and also how to avoid it through the proper use of MLA citation. If feelings of 
uncertainty regarding citation occur, students are encouraged to contact the instructor 
prior to beginning or submitting any writing assignment. 
* The OWL at Purdue is an excellent website with resources for MLA style and citation: 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/  

Help 
Writing Skills: 
As stated in the JCC Catalog, “(c)ollege courses often demand strong writing skills.To 
ensure your success you may receive assistance with your papers, essays, lab reports, 
documentation of sources and other written assignments. Find help to get you started 
with your writing assignments including brainstorming topics, organizing ideas, writing 
rough drafts, editing, proofreading, citing sources and more. Reference materials, 
encouragement and computers are available. Both faculty and peer tutors are available 
on a drop-in basis or by appointment” (22). http://www.jccmi.edu/Success/  

Accessibility 
Jackson College understands that cultivating a broadly diverse community is crucial to 
our educational mission and to our foundational commitment to leadership and service. 
Jackson College is fully committed to ensuring our courses are accessible to everyone 
including those with disabilities. We are currently working to increase accessibility and 
usability of our course materials in order to meet or exceed the requirements of Section 
508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1991 and 
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0. For more information about Jackson 
College’s efforts to ensure accessibility please visit the Jackson College accessibility 
web page. 
If you have an accessibility need in any of our classes please e-mail the Center for 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
http://www.jccmi.edu/Success/
https://www.jccmi.edu/accessibility
https://www.jccmi.edu/accessibility


  

Student Success at JCCSS@jccmi.edu or visit the Center for Student Success web 
page. 

At the Center for Student Success (CSS), we are committed to providing all students 
the opportunity to achieve academic success by providing a variety of support services 
free of charge to Jackson College students. This includes, but is not limited to, peer and 
faculty tutoring, mental health referral, temporary assistance with transportation, various 
workshops/seminars, and the TRIO program. 

In addition, the CSS staff is committed to adapting the College’s general services to 
meet the individual needs of otherwise qualified students with disabilities, for the 
purpose of providing equal access to all programs and facilities. 

Academic Advising 
It is important to contact a Center for Student Success professional prior to the start of 
the semester in order to receive accommodations in a timely manner. While we will 
make every effort to coordinate accommodations in a timely manner, failure to self-
identify prior to the start of the semester may delay notification to instructors and 
timeliness of acquiring accommodations. Accommodations do not automatically carry 
over to the next semester. Please e-mail JCCSS@jccmi.edu or visit the 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities web page 

Tutoring 
Free tutoring is available for this class as well as most courses at JCC. If you would like 
to work with a tutor please contact visit the Center for Student Success located in 
BurtWalker Room 123 or call 517.796.8415. Faculty and student tutors are available to 
help you succeed in your studies. 

!Recommend a tutor
Did you know JCC employs students to serve as peer tutors?We value your opinion and 
often look to faculty for student tutor recommendations. If you know of a student who 
excels academically and whom you believe would serve other students well, please 
submit your  

recommendation to Kelley Emerson at EmersonPatriciK@jccmi.edu. Please note, not all 
recommendations will result in hiring. If we do not have a current need for that course 
we will keep their name on file for future semester. 

mailto:JCCSS@jccmi.edu
https://www.jccmi.edu/center-for-student-success/css-contact/
https://www.jccmi.edu/center-for-student-success/css-contact/
mailto:JCCSS@jccmi.edu
https://www.jccmi.edu/center-for-student-success/accommodations-for-students-with-disabilities/


  

Makeup Policy 
Late work is not excepted unless students can prove extenuating circumstances such 
as sickness injury other catastrophes. withdrawal, audit and incomplete grading 
procedures drop dates fall 2020 . 

Withdrawing from a course at this time in the semester does not exempt you from your 
payment responsibilities. It also does not mean that you will receive a refund if you have 
already paid for your class. When you withdraw from a class, you are still responsible 
for full payment of all course costs. For those individuals who took advantage of the 
FACTS payment program, please be aware that withdrawing from a class does not 
change what you owe for tuition and fees. You are still responsible for paying the entire 
cost of the withdrawn class. 

Calendar Sample & Important Dates 
Important dates are found on the Academic Calendar  

*calendar timelines and assignments are an approximation and could be changed. 

DAY/
INDEPENDENT 
WORK

DATE
TOPIC AND ASSIGNMENT DUE 
DATES.

1 IN CLASS MONDAY, MARCH 14, 2022 CHAPTER 7 AND 8

INDEPENDENT TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 2022
ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT / STUDY 
QUESTIONS 0

2 IN CLASS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 2022 COMPARISON ASSIGNMENT

INDEPENDENT FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 2022 STUDY QUESTIONS 1

3 IN CLASS MONDAY, MARCH 21, 2022 CHAPTERS 9 AND10

INDEPENDENT TUESDAY, MARCH 22, 2022 ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT

4 IN CLASS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 2022 COMPARISON ASSIGNMENT

INDEPENDENT FRIDAY, MARCH 25, 2022 STUDY QUESTIONS 2

5 IN CLASS MONDAY, MARCH 28, 2022 CHAPTER 11 AND 12

INDEPENDENT TUESDAY, MARCH 29, 2022 ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT

6 IN CLASS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30, 2022 COMPARISON ASSIGNMENT

INDEPENDENT FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 2022 STUDY QUESTIONS 3

7 IN CLASS MONDAY, APRIL4, 2022 CHAPTER 13 AND 14

INDEPENDENT TUESDAY, APRIL5, 2022 ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT

8 IN CLASS WEDNESDAY, APRIL6, 2022 COMPARISON ASSIGNMENT

https://www.jccmi.edu/student-services/student-services-forms/
https://www.jccmi.edu/registration-records/grading-system/
https://www.jccmi.edu/registration-records/grading-system/
https://www.jccmi.edu/registration-records/canceled-classes-drops-and-withdrawals/
https://www.jccmi.edu/academics/academic-calendar/#jc-tabs-1-tab-1


  

Hit the  Square Gray button with the three lines next to where it says jet net scroll down you'll find the 
calendar. This calendar can also be downloaded to your computer or mobile device. 

Student Responsibilities 
1.Be mindful of the course assignments, and 
remember that late work is not accepted. 
2.Be aware of the required components of each 
assignment. 
3.Allow yourself to seek out assistance from the 
instructor or the College whenever you need it. 
4.Resist any urge to plagiarize on any assignment. 
5.Manage your time mindfully, particularly in relation 

to assignments that require self- regulation. 
6. Be respectful of others in forums and in our weekly discussions.Attendance- 

Participation Policy 

INDEPENDENT FRIDAY, APRIL8, 2022 STUDY QUESTIONS 4

9 IN CLASS MONDAY, APRIL 11, 2022 CHAPTER 15 AND 16

INDEPENDENT TUESDAY, APRIL12, 2022 ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT

10 IN CLASS WEDNESDAY, APRIL13, 2022 COMPARISON ASSIGNMENT

INDEPENDENT FRIDAY, APRIL 15, 2022 STUDY QUESTIONS 5

11 IN CLASS MONDAY, APRIL 18, 2022 PEER REVIEW / 15/16

INDEPENDENT TUESDAY, APRIL 19, 2022 ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT

12 IN CLASS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20 , 2022 COMPARISON ASSIGNMENT

INDEPENDENT FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 2022 STUDY QUESTIONS 6

13 IN CLASS MONDAY, APRIL 25, 2022 CHAPTER 15 AND 16

INDEPENDENT TUESDAY APRIL 26, 2022 ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT

14 IN CLASS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27 , 2022 COMPARISON ASSIGNMENT

INDEPENDENT THURSDAY APRIL  28, 2022 RESEARCH PAPER

INDEPENDENT FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 2022 STUDY QUESTIONS 7



  

Attendance- Participation Policy 

Just as in a traditional classroom course, regular class participation and keeping up on 
the reading and assignments is strongly correlated with survival in college. It is my 
recommendation that you plan to do your assignments and take your exams BEFORE 
the last day they are due. If problems occur, there is time to fix them before the 
deadline.  

In compliance with Federal Title IV funding requirements, as well as college initiatives, I 
will be monitoring student participation on a regular basis and officially reporting student 
activity throughout the term to assure compliance with college policy and federal 
regulations.  It is imperative that you log in to the course and actively participate within 
the first couple of days of the term to validate your enrollment in the course. After 
that, not actively participating in class may result in you being withdrawn from the 
course. Being withdrawn from a course can have an impact on financial aid, billing, 
athletic eligibility, and housing status. As a college student you are responsible for how 
your participation impacts your academic progress; the accountability lies with you. 

Caveat 
There may be certain extenuating circumstances that will cause things to change in this 
class. For example: if the instructor is ill, there may be a substitute. There is also the 
possibility of snow days and other unforeseen school closings. 

Questions for Analyzing Art 
● What do you know about the artist? 
● What is the source of the artwork, or:What patron commissioned the artwork and why? 
● What do you know about the time, and region in which the artist lived and the art was 

made? 
● What does this tell you about the content of the work of art? 
● What media was used to create the work of art? 
● What style or movement or school does the work of art/artist belong to? 
● What things since the artwork's creation have changed the meaning of the work of art? 
● How does your cultural bias change the meaning of the work of art? 
● Is this work of art effective at conveying its intended meaning? Explain why or why not? 
● What significance does the work of art have for you as a viewer? 
● How do the principles and elements of design, or formal elements, create meaning in of 

art work of art? (see chart below) 

the six basic design elements: 



  

 the seven major design principles: 

Questions for Comparing Art 
What are the differences and similarities between the works of art: 

● formally? 
● conceptually? 
● contextually? 

Is there any connection between the creators of the works? If so, describe. 

How are their world views similar and/or different? 

How does the difference in time period or culture affect their approach to art? 

Does one work or another seem more relevant to contemporary culture? If so, why? 

Do the works have meaning beyond the original intention of the artist? If so, what? 

How do the meanings change when the works of art are compared? 

Which work of art has more of an emotional impact? Why?

1. Line

2. Shape

3. Value

4. Volume

5. Texture

6. Color

1. Balance

2. Contrast

3. Repetition

4. Movement

5. Emphasis

6. Proportion

7. Economy
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